HANDY LOW-FRICTION PRODUCTS

Always at Hand
for Smooth Transfers

Simple aids which are always at hand. This is how
one could summarize Liko’s new product series Handy.
The series consists of several manual aids which complete
our wide range of patient lifts and accessories.
The Handy products also fulfil another need – the need
to self participate according to one’s ability. Especially for
persons with disabilities, it is often very important to avoid
becoming too passive and allow caregivers to do the entire
job when being transferred in or outside the bed.
Several Handy products allow a high level of patient
participation in the transfer and thereby support our
philosophy not to use aids which unnecessarily make
the patient passive.
First out in the series are the products presented in this
brochure, HandySheet and HandyTube.
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HANDYSHEET

HandySheet
HandySheet is an excellent aid to facilitate the application of slings, especially on bariatric patients,
pain-sensitive patients and patients with contractures.
HandySheet is available in two sizes, the smaller model Short being mainly used to facilitate the
application of the sling in a wheelchair or under the patient’s legs. This model has small pockets which
facilitate application in, for example, a narrow wheelchair.
The larger model Long is also used to apply a sling under a patient lying down. The HandySheet Long
has loops in the upper edge to facilitate the attachment of the sliding sheet to the bed, thereby handling
the operation with just two caregivers.
The sliding sheets are always delivered in a set of two, usually used in pairs.
Remember that a transfer with HandySheet should be simple and smooth. If the operations seem
heavy, we recommend using other lift and transfer aids from our wide range.
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HANDYSHEET

Applying a Sling on a Patient in Bed
1

2
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1. For a patient lying down, two HandySheets Long are used.

2. The sliding sheets can be attached to the head end of the bed,
using the smart loops and a FixStrap (accessory).

3. The two sliding sheets interact with each other and make it
easy to insert and remove the sling from under the patient.

Applying a Sling on a Sitting Patient

For a patient in a sitting position, the HandySheet Short
makes it easier to insert the sling behind the patient’s back …

P R O D U C T D E S I G N AT I O N

…or get the sling’s leg supports into place under the patient’s
thighs.

PROD. NO.

SIZE

MEASUREMENT S

HandySheet Short, without handles

3715015

M

70 x 70 cm (28 x 28 in.)

HandySheet Short, without handles

3715017

XL

120 x 85 cm (45 x 34 in.)

HandySheet Long, with handles

3716015

M

90 x 185 cm (36 x 74 in.)

HandySheet Long, with handles

3716017

XL

140 x 215 cm (56 x 86 in.)
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HANDYTUBE

HandyTube
HandyTube is available in three different models with different application areas,
and is packed individually (contrary to the HandySheet).
The smallest model, Short, is primarily used to move a patient higher up in the bed.
The medium model, Long, is used to turn a patient in the bed, or to transfer the patient
between two beds.
HandyTube Wide can be used to turn or move a patient in the bed. It can also be used for
transfers between two beds.
Remember that a transfer with HandySheet should be simple and smooth. If the operations
seem heavy, we recommend using other lift and transfer aids from our wide range.

P R O D U C T D E S I G N AT I O N
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PROD. NO.

SIZE

MEASUREME N T S

HandyTube, Short

3710015

M

70 x 90 cm (28 x 36 in.)

HandyTube, Long

3711015

M

90 x 185 cm (36 x 74 in.)

HandyTube, Wide (with handles)

3712015

M

140 x 140 cm (56 x 56 in.)

HANDYTUBE

Turning in Bed

With HandyTube, the patient can be turned in bed more easily.

The patient is turned gently and in a controlled manner,
using the low friction of the HandyTube.

Higher Up in Bed

The patient can move higher up in bed on his/her own.
The caregiver helps by holding the patient’s feet.

The HandyTube enables repositioning with less effort,
and the patient can participate actively.

Between Two Beds

HandyTube Wide can be used to quickly and smoothly move
a patient between two beds.

The need to move patients to and from transport stretchers
is great, especially at hospitals.
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Liko has the complete solution for safe lifts and transfers

solving lift and transfer situations in your business. But, actually,
it is not enough. Over the years, we have found that a functioning
and safe solution stands on three legs.
First, you need safe and easy-to-use PRO D U CTS . Then, you need
KN OWLEDG E

on how to safely handle your aids and perform safe lifts

and transfers. And finally, you need WO RK

METH O DS

which ensure

that staff really work in the correct way – a program for safe transfers.
Through our knowledge, we provide the competence for all three
parts. With Liko, you ensure that the staff as well as the patient are
provided with a safe environment for lifting and transferring.
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Now you have read about products which are an important part in

